Application of proteomics in studying bacterial persistence.
Persisters, a small subpopulation of bacterial cells that can survive antibiotic treatment due to transient growth inhibition, pose a serious threat in clinics. Given the nature of persistence as an emergent property of a biological network, proteomics is well-suited to study this phenomenon. Areas covered: In this review, we introduce the phenomenon of bacterial persistence, review previous proteomics studies on persisters, discuss challenges in studying persisters by proteomics, and provide future perspectives in applying proteomics to study persisters. Expert opinion: Despite the potential, there are limited attempts of applying proteomics to study persisters in the literature, partly due to the technical challenges involved. However, with recent advances, such as the discovery of new methods for persister enrichment and isolation, this is the most opportune time to apply proteomics to tackle this high-impact problem of bacterial persistence.